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Abstract

With the widespread deployment of wireless mesh networks (WMNs) in industrial environments, real-time (RT)
communication may benefit from the multi-hop relaying infrastructure provided by WMNs. However, RT
communication must be able to coexist with non-RT traffic sources that will interfere with RT communication. Within
this context, this paper assesses the impact of interferences caused by non-RT traffic sources upon RT traffic in IEEE
802.11s mesh networks. Through an extensive set of simulations, we assess the impact of external traffic sources upon
a set of RT message streams in different communication scenarios. According to the simulation results, we infer that
RT traffic in 802.11s networks may be highly affected by external interferences, and therefore, such interferences must
be taken into account when setting-up 802.11s networks. By varying the network load imposed by external
interferences, we provide some useful hints about utilization thresholds above which the network can no longer
reliably support RT traffic. We also present insights about the setting-up of some network parameters in order to
optimize the RT communication performance.
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1 Introduction
The IEEE 802.11 family of wireless protocols became
the dominant solution for wireless local area networks
(WLANs) due to its high performance, low cost, and fast
deployment characteristics [1]. Along its increasing pop-
ularity, there was also a demand for sharing common ser-
vices among different devices connected to the network.
Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) appeared as a promis-
ing approach to deal with heterogeneity and diversity
of wireless networks, by introducing multi-hop forward-
ing at medium access control (MAC) level and allowing
wireless interconnection of multiple access points [2].
WMNs provide greater flexibility, reliability, and perfor-

mance when compared to traditional wireless networks,
since they are able to extend network coverage without
any additional infrastructure by using multi-hop com-
munication, where nodes can relay traffic by traversing
multiple hops to reach a destination [2].
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Packet forwarding in WMNs may be implemented at
layer 3 or layer 2. In the former, which is themost common
WMN implementation, packet forwarding is performed
at network layer by means of internet protocol (IP). In the
latter, frame forwarding is performed at data link layer,
being the MAC addresses used to deliver frames through
the WMN backbone [3]. The IEEE 802.11s standard spec-
ifies a layer 2 WMN aiming to extend the coverage of
traditional 802.11 WLANs and to allow the support of a
larger diversity of wireless technologies [4].
There are several application domains where WMNs

can be applied, such as home and enterprise networks,
transportation and real-time (RT) systems, and building
automation and metropolitan area networks [5]. In this
paper, we are particularly interested in the support of RT
applications using WMNs.
RT applications are usually not resilient to delay and jit-

ter constraints. Therefore, the deployment of RT services
over WMNs requires the use of quality of service (QoS)
mechanisms. Most of current RT applications require a
priori reservation of network resources (e.g., link band-
width, time slots, and channels) in order to meet QoS
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requirements. Within this context, several recent research
efforts targeted RT communication support and resource
reservation techniques over multi-hop networks [6-14].
Most part of the proposed resource reservation tech-

niques are focused on the RT traffic itself, regard-
less of the interference of non-RT traffic sources. Usu-
ally, authors focus on the proposed mechanisms and
their performance, and, in some cases, relevant simpli-
fications are made (e.g., ideal wireless channel condi-
tions [15]). Consequently, the related assessments may
not reflect the real-world behavior, which is usually
prone to interference of non-RT traffic sources that may
impact in the communication performance, as highlighted
in [16-18].
Within this context, the main goal of this work is to pro-

vide a useful insight upon the impact of interfering traffic
over RT communication in single-channel IEEE 802.11s
networks. To do so, a simulation assessment was car-
ried out using network simulator 3 (ns-3) and considering
real-world scenarios. Non-RT traffic flows from different
sources were injected in the network in order to evaluate
their impact over RT communication performance. This
evaluation indicates that resource reservation techniques
must consider the impact of the external traffic interfer-
ence in order to maintain response times of RT traffic
under acceptable thresholds. Otherwise, the communica-
tion services may not be able to fulfill the expected RT
requirements of the supported applications.
This work extends a performance assessment previ-

ously presented in [16]. Such work evaluated the com-
munication performance under periodic interference in a
mesh-based network. This work introduces a new realistic
interference model, with aperiodic and bursty traffic, in a
802.11s WMN. Therefore, more realistic communication
scenarios have been considered.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 presents an overview of IEEE 802.11s stan-
dard by describing its main functionalities. Section 3
presents some related work on MAC performance analy-
sis and resource reservation techniques. Section 4 formu-
lates the problem to be evaluated in this paper. Section 5
describes the simulation scenarios used for this evalua-
tion. Section 6 presents an analysis of the results. Finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 IEEE 802.11s overview
As an amendment to the IEEE 802.11 standard, the IEEE
802.11s WMN standard uses the same physical (PHY)
layer specification and MAC sublayer architecture, with
additional extensions [4]. It introduces forwarding at
MAC level that uses a multi-hop wireless relaying infras-
tructure, where nodes cooperatively maintain the net-
work connectivity. Every node can work as a relaying
node, forwarding frames in behalf of its neighbor nodes.

The mesh connectivity is managed by the mesh peering
management (MPM) protocol, which is responsible to
establish, manage, and tear down mesh peer links among
mesh stations (STAs).
The default path selection protocol is the hybrid wireless

mesh protocol (HWMP), which combines reactive (on-
demand) path selection with extensions to enable proac-
tive (tree-based) path selection. The reactive mode is
based on the ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV)
routing protocol, which allows mesh STAs to communi-
cate in a peer-to-peer basis [19]. In the proactive mode,
additional tree building functionality is added to the on-
demand mode, by configuring a mesh STA as root of a
path tree (formally root mesh STA). The root is responsi-
ble to coordinate the path selection by periodically send-
ing proactive information elements to the mesh STAs.
HWMP uses radio-aware metrics, being the airtime link

metric the default one. The airtime link metric is pro-
posed for basic interoperability among 802.11s devices
and reflects the amount of channel resources consumed
during a frame transmission over a particular link. The
path with smallest airtime link metric is considered to be
the best forwarding path [20].
The medium access control is managed by the mesh

coordination function (MCF), which schedules the access
to the channel by allocating transmission opportunities
(TXOPs) to mesh STAs. A TXOP is a time-bounded
interval in which a station keeps the medium access con-
trol [17]. MCF adopts the enhanced distributed channel
access (EDCA) as the mandatory MAC scheme, which is
a contention-based channel access mechanism based on
carrier sensing multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA).
EDCA provides service differentiation by classifying

frames from upper layers in different access categories
(ACs). There are four defined ACs, in which frames of
different traffic types are mapped according to the appli-
cation and its QoS requirements. These ACs are based
on eight priority levels of IEEE 802.1D standard, as fol-
lows [21]: background (BK), best effort (BE), video (VI),
and voice (VO) traffic.
For each AC, an enhanced variant of the distribu-

tion coordination function (DCF), called EDCA function
(EDCAF), contends for TXOPs using a set of EDCA
parameters. These EDCA parameters modify the backoff
process with individual interframe spaces and contention
windows (CWs) per AC (see Table 1).
The values of aCWmin and aCWmax, which are the

minimum and maximum size of CW, respectively, are
defined according to the physical standard in use. For
IEEE 802.11a/g/n standards, these values are respectively
15 and 1,023 and for IEEE 802.11b are 31 and 1,023.
Whenever in the presence of IEEE 802.11b devices, the
IEEE 802.11g standard defines 31 and 1,023 values for
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Table 1 Default DCF and EDCA parameter set

Parameters AC CWmin CWmax AIFSN DIFS

DCF — aCWmin aCWmax — 2

EDCA

AC_BK aCWmin aCWmax 7 —

AC_BE aCWmin aCWmax 3 —

AC_VI (aCWmin+1)/2−1 aCWmin 2 —

AC_VO (aCWmin+1)/4−1 (aCWmin+1)/2−1 2 —

aCWmin and aCWmax, respectively, in order to maintain
the compatibility between standards [4].
During the contention phase, each station senses the

medium in order to start the frame transmission. If the
medium is idle for at least one arbitration interframe space
(AIFS[AC]), the station transmits its frames. Otherwise,
the station initiates a backoff interval in order to avoid
collisions. The duration of AIFS[AC] is given by:

AIFS[AC]= AIFSN[AC]×aSlotTime + aSIFSTime, (1)

where AIFSN[AC] defines the number of slot times per
AC (AIFSN[AC]≥ 2), aSlotTime is the slot duration and
aSIFSTime is the short interframe space (SIFS) duration.
The backoff time is a uniformly distributed value

between zero and the size of CW. At each unsuccessful
transmission, the size of CW is exponentially increased
until it reaches the maximum CW size (aCWmax). The
CW size is given by:

CW[AC]= min(2 × aCWmin[AC]+1, aCWmax[AC]) . (2)

Once a station has started its backoff time, CW is decre-
mented every slot time. If the medium becomes busy
during the backoff, the station pauses the countdown pro-
cedure, which will be resumed only when the medium
becomes idle again during an AIFS[AC]. The station will
only be able to transmit data when its backoff time reaches
zero.
If the backoff time of two or more ACs in the same sta-

tion reaches simultaneously zero, a virtual collision will
occur. In this case, the AC with the higher priority will
transmit, whereas all other ACs will act as if a collision
occurred in the medium.
In addition, there is a request to send/clear to send

(RTS/CTS) scheme to solve the hidden terminal prob-
lem. This problem occurs when a station is able to receive
the signal from two different neighbors, but those neigh-
bors cannot detect the signal from each other. This is an
optional mechanism that operates by exchanging RTS and
CTS control frames. When a transmitter needs to send
its data, it requests the medium usage by sending a RTS
frame and waits for a response from the receiver in form
of a CTS frame, informing idle medium. If a CTS frame is
not received after a RTS, the transmitter starts a backoff
time before retransmitting the RTS frame.

The MCF also defines an optional MAC scheme called
MCF controlled channel access (MCCA) [4]. It is a
collision-free and guaranteed channel access for QoS-
aware traffic during reserved periods. MCCA allowsmesh
STAs to access the channel during predefined intervals
with lower contention parameters. It operates along-
side EDCA, where a mesh STA obtains a MCCA-TXOP
instead of a EDCA-TXOP. Nevertheless, the focus of this
paper is upon WMNs that use the EDCA scheme, which
is the mandatory MAC for IEEE 802.11s WMNs.

3 Related work
The EDCA mechanism was originally proposed in the
IEEE 802.11e standard to reduce the number of occur-
ring collisions at MAC sublayer. Its underlying idea was
previously proposed by Deng and Chang in [22]. A set of
priority classes are defined, where the higher priority class
uses the window [0, 2j+1 − 1] and the lower priority class
uses the window [2j+1, 2j+2 − 1], where j is the backoff
stage. As the EDCAmechanism provides four access cate-
gories for traffic differentiation, it would be expected that
the highest access category (voice) would be adequate to
transfer RT traffic. However, some research papers, ana-
lyzing single-hop networks, show that default parameter
values of EDCA mechanism are just able to guarantee RT
requirements for a smaller number of stations with large
message stream periods [17].
In analyzing research papers, there are several analytical

models that evaluate the EDCA mechanism in single-hop
networks [23-28]. However, the majority of these mod-
els assume simplified approaches. Common examples of
these simplifications are related to the modeling of the
AIFS procedure, backoff counter, TXOP, virtual collisions,
and retransmission limits. Besides, most of the analyt-
ical models presented in the literature assume that the
network operates in saturated traffic conditions.
There is also a number of proposals aiming to improve

the EDCA mechanism. The assessment presented in [17]
shows that EDCA contention parameters play an impor-
tant role in the communication, where by adjusting them,
it is possible to improve the communication performance.
In [29], the authors propose to not double the contention
window size in the case of a virtual collision that is not
followed by a real collision, where the backoff time is
shortened and the traffic is only penalized if it collides
during the medium access (i.e., a real collision). In [30],
contention parameters can be adapted based on the trans-
mission success ratio aiming to reduce the backoff time.
If the success ratio is higher, shorter values for CW,
AIFS, and TXOP are used. On the contrary, if the suc-
cess ratio worsens, the contention parameter values are
reverted to their default values. In [31], it is proposed a
new scheme to adjust the contention window size based
on the queue occupancy. If the queue occupancy is greater
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than a threshold, the CW size is increased by a determined
factor.
Concerning the coexistence of EDCA and DCF mecha-

nisms in single-hop networks, the main results show that
EDCA mechanism with AIFSN = 2 (default value defined
to the voice access category) presents better performance
over DCF stations specially for high priority traffic [32,33].
This specific behavior is a consequence of the differ-
ent slot decrementing mechanism when compared to the
DCF access method.
There is also a set of papers assessing the EDCA scheme

in multi-hop networks, where it presents a poor perfor-
mance due to throughput degradation as the number of
hops increases and also due to the hidden terminal prob-
lem, which increases the collision probability [34,35]. In
addition, as presented in [36,37], RTS/CTS mechanism
does not improve the network communication perfor-
mance when considering an ad hoc/mesh network. Like-
wise, in [38], it is shown that RTS/CTS mechanism only
increases the network overhead.
Despite the MCF scheme defined in the IEEE 802.11s,

several resource reservation techniques have been also
proposed for IEEE 802.11/11s networks. Resource reser-
vation consists of ensuring enough bandwidth and/or
channel access opportunities for RT traffic, in order to
guarantee its QoS requirements. The following para-
graphs summarize the most interesting and relevant
techniques for this purpose, focusing on how RT
traffic is modeled and how network interference is
considered.
The EDCA with resource reservation (EDCA/RR) was

proposed to improve EDCA by allowing resource reser-
vation [6]. It extends the EDCA mechanism by adding
distributed resource reservation, admission control, and
scheduling. Whenever a station wants to perform a reser-
vation, it must broadcast a request and its QoS require-
ments must be known by the routing protocol. Resources
may only be reserved by high priority traffic, whereas
the low priority traffic is processed according to EDCA’s
admission control. A disadvantage of EDCA/RR is that
QoS requirements must be known in advance by the rout-
ing protocol. Despite considering an interfering traffic
pattern with specific payloads and periods, the authors
did not evaluate its impact over the RT communication
itself.
A similar approach to EDCA/RR is proposed in [7].

Stations can reserve resources by sending requests, but
their neighbors must be informed about future transmis-
sions in order to avoid collisions. This technique itself
does not have any admission control nor any traffic dif-
ferentiation scheme, which turns it unable to provide QoS
guarantees [6]. Thus, it is not able to prevent interfer-
ing traffic from colliding with frames for which resources
were reserved.

In [8], the authors proposed the active neighbor band-
width reservation (AC-ANBR) as a bandwidth reservation
technique. RT traffic is admitted by guaranteeing QoS
for all message streams based on active neighbor band-
width. The proposed technique estimates the available
bandwidth of each node and the required bandwidth of
each newmessage stream in order to avoid RT traffic from
overusing the available bandwidth resources. Despite
the enhancement of the network bandwidth usage, the
authors did not consider the impact of interference traffic
over the RT communication.
The distributed end-to-end allocation of time slots for

real-time (DARE) protocol is a scheme that performs end-
to-end reservations for RT traffic [10]. It operates at MAC
sublayer by periodically reserving time slots in nodes
along a path. It employs a RTS/CTS-based scheme to
perform end-to-end time slot reservations. This protocol
offers reliable and efficient support for QoS applications,
by providing constant throughput and lower and stable
end-to-end delay for a reserved RT message stream. The
main disadvantage of DARE is the complex and inefficient
mechanism for multiple reservations, where a reques-
ted reservation may conflict with previously existing
ones [6].
Timestamp-ordered MAC (TMAC) is a MAC pro-

tocol that aims to improve packet scheduling fairness
in WMNs [13]. TMAC measures packet age by means
of timestamps and considers it as the metric for pri-
oritization. These timestamps enforce a local ordering
among neighboring nodes. TMAC employs a polling
scheme by means of modified RTS/CTS control frames.
A transmitter polls its neighboring nodes in a parent-
child relationship, seeking to confirm if they do not
have older packets awaiting for transmission. This polling
scheme ensures that a node cannot starve its children at
the cost of its own transmission. Despite the improved
performance regarding the resource allocation in the
network, TMAC only performs the local ordering consid-
ering its adjacent neighbors. Consequently, non-adjacent
nodes may still interfere in the scheduling scheme
and degrade its performance, since RTS/CTS can suf-
fer from unpredictable delays of uncontrolled traffic in
the network.
Regarding the optional MCCA scheme, although being

able to provide prioritized medium access for RT traffic,
Krasilov et al. in [11] have shown that it may suffer from
the external interference impact since the non-MCCA
mesh STAs are not aware of MCCA reservations. The
authors proposed an improved reservation allocation vec-
tor (RAV) setup called directional RAV (DRAV) in order
to avoid the problem of ACK-induced interference, which
consists of a collision between an ACK frame and a reser-
vation. The DRAV scheme forbids a mesh STA to start an
EDCA-TXOP if it crosses any MCCA reservation.
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As MCCA only performs single-hop reservations, the
reservation-based HWMP (R-HWMP) has been pro-
posed as a bandwidth reservation protocol that performs
end-to-end reservations among several mesh STAs [14].
R-HWMP modifies the HWMP control frames by intro-
ducing some of the flow specification concepts of resource
reservation protocol (RSVP) [39]. In the path discov-
ery procedure, the R-HWMP evaluates the number of
required slots for each flow transmitted from a specific
source. Then, it uses the slot information to find avail-
able paths from the source to the destination. Neverthe-
less, this technique may also suffer from the impact of
uncontrolled interferences, since the required slots may
be unavailable at the moment of path discovery or frames
transmission.
As it can be drawn from the aforementioned works,

most of the authors do not consider the impact of inter-
fering traffic over the RT communication behavior. A
relevant exception is the work presented in [11], where a
performance assessment similar to the one done in this
work is presented. The main difference is that in [11],
the authors define the prioritized traffic to be transmitted
using the optionalMCCA, whereas the interference traffic
is transmitted using EDCA background class. The evalua-
tion assessment shows that MCCA scheme is impacted by
the coexistence of EDCA traffic, due to the ACK-induced
interference.
Contrarily to the work presented in [11], the main moti-

vation for this work is to assess the performance of the
standard EDCA scheme by itself when the medium is
shared between prioritized traffic and non-RT traffic in
a WMN, both supported by stations implementing the
EDCA mechanism, as defined in the standard. We aim to
identify the most relevant EDCA limitations in what con-
cerns the support of RT message streams in real-world
WMNs.

4 Problem formulation
We assess the behavior of a mesh network when RT traffic
(traffic generated by high priority applications) and HTTP
traffic (interference traffic) share the same wireless chan-
nel. The goal of this work is to assess how the network
can reliably support RT communication under this mixed
traffic condition.
Four RT message streams were considered in a mesh

communication scenario with small fixed-sized messages
of 80 and 300 bytes and constant periodicities of 50
and 200 ms. The deadlines of RT message streams were
considered equal to the periods.
The non-RT interference traffic was modeled to mimic

a hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) conversation [40]. It
works as a request-response protocol in the client-server
computing model. Clients send requests to a server, which
returns responses with the requested content. Usually, the

requested content contains several objects (e.g., images,
text, videos, or audio). Thus, once a server receives a
request, it answers with one or multiple objects, which
constitute several bursts of data.
HTTP traffic was divided into sessions with active and

inactive periods, which represent webpage downloads and
intermediate reading times. The reading times were con-
sidered as the interval between client requests.
To mimic the HTTP conversation behavior, it was con-

sidered a client side and a server side. Table 2 summarizes
the parameters used to define the HTTP traffic model.
The HTTP traffic uses the transmission control protocol
(TCP) as the transport-layer protocol.
The client side was characterized by request size and

request interval parameters. According to the litera-
ture [41-43], the typical mean size of requests is 300
bytes, varying from 10 to 2,500 bytes. A truncated log-
normal distribution was used to represent this interval.
The mean request interval depends on the user-client
behavior. A user can request a page and spend a consider-
able amount of time until making a new request or it can
request several pages in a short interval. This behavior was
modeled according to a Poisson process with a selectable
mean value, i.e., during the simulation process, this mean
value will be manually selected according to the desired
interference load.

Table 2 HTTP traffic parametrization

Parameter Statistical characterization

Client request size

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Truncated log-normal distribution:

μ = 5.61, σ = 0.47

mean = 300 bytes

min = 10 bytes, max = 2, 500 bytes

Client request interval

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Truncated Poisson process:

mean = variable

max = 30 s

Server response object size

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Truncated log-normal distribution:

μ = 6.17, σ = 2.36

mean = 7, 800 bytes

min = 50 bytes, max = 2 Mbytes

Number of objects per

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Truncated Pareto distribution:

mean = 5.64

min = 2 objects, max = 50 objects
server response

Server response delay

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Truncated Poisson process:

λ = 7.69

mean = 130 ms

max = 250 ms
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The server side was characterized by a number of
objects and their size and response delay parameters.
According to [43], the number of objects was represented
by a truncated Pareto distribution with mean of 5.64,
being 2 the minimum number of objects per page and
50 the maximum. The size of each object has a mean of
7,800 bytes and varies from 50 bytes to 2 Mbytes. A log-
normal distribution was used to represent this interval.
The server response delay (i.e., parsing time) was modeled
by a Poisson process with a mean of 130 ms.
To summarize the HTTP traffic model, a client sends

requests varying from 10 to 2,500 bytes according to
a specified periodicity (modeled by a Poisson process)
and once the server receives a request, it responds after
approximately 130 ms with bursts of multiple objects
varying from 50 bytes to 2 Mbytes.
To assess if the WMN can reliably support RT traffic

in the presence of HTTP interference traffic, we consider
that at least 85% of deadlines must be met. If the ratio of
deadline misses is greater than 15%, the WMN is consid-
ered as not being able to support RT communication. This
threshold is called deadline miss threshold (DMT).
For such purpose, two different simulation assessments

were considered: 1) with maximum priority traffic separa-
tion - where real-time traffic is defined to be transmitted
at the highest EDCA priority class voice, while the non-
RT interference traffic is transmitted at the lowest EDCA
priority class background; 2) with mixed priority traffic
separation - where real-time traffic is kept at the same
class voice, but the non-RT interference traffic is trans-
mitted using multiple priority classes: 30% is transmitted
using voice, 30% video and 40% background classes.
Finally, a sensitivity analysis of the WMN behavior has

been made in order to analyze the effects of varying
EDCA contention and HWMP routing protocol param-
eters. The target of this third simulation assessment is
to provide some useful insights on the setting-up of
specific protocol parameters and to assess the impact
of such parametrization upon the real-time behavior of
the WMN.
This set of simulations is a step forward to the assess-

ment of the capability of IEEE 802.11s WMNs to support
real-time communication when the wireless channel is
shared with non-RT traffic sources.

5 Simulation scenarios
A square grid topology with 25 stationary stations dis-
posed in an area of 128 × 128 m was considered to create
a mesh network scenario (Figure 1). A stationary grid
was selected in order to guarantee that the network is
well-balanced.
Considering a grid topology, it is important to deter-

mine the combination of distance among nodes, which

Figure 1 5× 5 stationary grid topology. The circle represents the
transmission range of central node.

defines the grid density, and the PHY parameters, as
antenna gain, data rate, and transmission power. If these
parameters are not correctly specified, the mesh network
will not be able to be established or it will suffer from
instability issues.
If the mesh network is too dense, i.e., if mesh STAs are

placed too close from each other, the packet collision rate
may become so high that mesh traffic will suffer from
unpredictable delays and losses. On the other hand, if the
mesh network is too sparse, peer links may become unsta-
ble or never established. Besides, if these parameters allow
a mesh STA to directly communicate with non-adjacent
neighbors, peer links that may be established with that
neighbors may become unstable and increase the mesh
network traffic, once the links will be frequently opened
and closed.
Based on this argumentation, the antenna gains of mesh

STAs in the grid were defined to reach just their adjacent
neighbors in order to avoidmesh peering instability due to
a higher network density. For such purpose, all mesh STAs
operate in IEEE 802.11g standard, with the PHY/MAC
parameters as defined in Table 3.
The evaluated scenarios consider four RT message

streams traversing the mesh network. These streams use
user datagram protocol (UDP) as the transport-layer pro-
tocol. Different message sizes and periodicities, as well as
different sources and destinations, were selected in order
to evaluate their behavior in different scenarios. Table 4
presents the RT message streams definition.
In what concerns the interference model, five mesh

STAs were defined to implement the HTTP traffic model,
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Table 3 IEEE 802.11g PHY/MAC parameters

Parameter Description Value

Data rate Constant data rate 24 Mbps
(no rate adaptation)

Basic rate — 6 Mbps

Channel number Fixed channel number 6 (2.437 GHz)

Channel width — 20 MHz

Energy detection — −96 dBm
threshold

Cca mode 1 threshold Clear channel assessment −99 dBm
threshold

Antenna type — Omnidirectional

Tx/Rx gain Antenna gain for 1.0 dBi
transmission/reception

Tx power Transmission power level 16.0206 dBm
(40 mW)

Rx noise figure SNR degradation in the 7 dB
receiver

Propagation loss — Log-distance
model

Error rate model — Nist OFDM [44,45]

aCWmin Minimum contention 15
window size

aCWmax Maximum contention 1,023
window size

aSlotTime Slot time duration 20 μs

TSIFS Short interframe space 10 μs
(aSIFSTime)

TSYM Symbol interval 4 μs
(BPSK-OFDM)

TSIG Signal BPSK-OFDM 4 μs
symbol duration

TSIGEX Signal extension duration 6 μs

TPRE PLCP preamble 16 μs
duration

TACK ACK transmission duration 34 μs

NDBPS Number of bits per 96 bits
OFDM symbol

MACheader MAC header size with QoS 26 bytes

Table 4 Real-timemessage streams definition

Message Mesh Mesh Message Periodicity
stream source destination size (bytes) (ms)

1 STA 1 STA 25 80 50

2 STA 21 STA 5 80 200

3 STA 25 STA 1 300 200

4 STA 5 STA 21 300 50

being one server and four clients. In order to provide an
interference equally distributed across the mesh network,
the interfering nodes were selected from the middle of the
mesh grid, as illustrated in Figure 1. The HTTP server is
the mesh STA 13, and the HTTP clients are mesh STAs 7,
17, 9, and 19.
The simulation experiments were run in simulation

batches with a duration of 400 s, being the first 200 s con-
sidered for the mesh discovery process. The path selection
is performed by the HWMP in proactive mode, where a
mesh STA is selected as root in order to coordinate the
path selection in the network.

5.1 Network utilization model
To determine the network load caused by the HTTP inter-
ference traffic, we adapted the utilizationmodel presented
in [46]. The network utilization (U) corresponds to the
intervals where the wireless channel is occupied by the
transmission ofMAC service data units (MSDUs) of inter-
fering stations. Let C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} denotes the set
of channel occupancy intervals of MSDUs transmission
and P = {p1, p2, . . . , pm} denotes the set of correspond-
ing periodicities, where m is the number of transmitted
MSDUs. U can be computed as follows:

U =
m∑
i=1

(
ci
pi

)
, (3)

where ci and pi represent the channel occupancy of a
single MSDU(i) transmission and its corresponding peri-
odicity, respectively. It is important to note that pi is the
periodicity value generated by the Poisson process that
models the client request interval.
Considering the previously presented HTTP model, ci

must consider the channel occupancy intervals where
clients send requests to server and it sends responses to
clients. Thus, ci can be defined as follows:

ci = ci(client) + ci(server) , (4)

where ci(client) and ci(server) are the channel occupancy inter-
vals of MSDUs transmitted by a client and by the server,
respectively, both defined as follows:

ci(client) = TDATA(i)(client)
+ TSIFS + TACK, (5)

ci(server) = Nobj ×
(
TDATA(i)(server)

+ TSIFS + TACK
)
, (6)

where TDATA(i)(client)
is the transmission time of a client

request, Nobj is the number of objects sent in a server
response, and TDATA(i)(server)

is the transmission time of an
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object (response) sent by the server. From the IEEE 802.11
standard [4], TDATA(i) is given by:

TDATA(i) =TPRE + TSIG + TSIGEX + TSYM

×
⌈
16 + 6 + 8 × (

MSDU(i) + MACheader
)

NDBPS

⌉
.

(7)

Based on the probability distributions that define
the client request size and server response object size
(Table 2), the MSDU size (plus headers from upper layers)
was considered as the mean value of that distributions.
We defined different values for the network utilization

imposed by the interfering stations, namely: 10%, 30%,
and 50%. Based on the above equations, for U =10%, the
client requests are sent with a periodicity of 125 ms, for
U = 30% with 42 ms and for U = 50% with 25 ms.
These periodicity values are used as themean value for the
Poisson process that defines the client request interval.

5.2 Performance metrics
As performance metrics, we considered the end-to-end
delay and the average ratios of deadline misses and mes-
sage losses.

5.2.1 End-to-end delay
The end-to-end delay is of critical importance for RT
applications. If a RT message is delayed over its deadline,
this message may be considered as being effectively lost.
In this assessment, the end-to-end delay (δe2e) considers
all the delays of each sender/receiver (s/r) node pair until
reaching the destination. The delay of each s/r node pair
in the multi-hop path (δs/r) is the time interval between
the time instant when the acknowledge frame of a mes-
sage i arrives at the receiver’s queue (tri ) and the time
instant when the message i arrives at sender’s queue (tsi ).
This end-to-end delay calculation includes the processing,
queuing, access, and transmission delays and is computed
as follows:

δe2e =
Np∑
j=1

δs/r(j) , (8)

δs/r(j) = 1
Nm

×
Nm∑
i=1

(
tri − tsi

)
, (9)

whereNm is the number of successfully received messages
and Np is the number of s/r pair nodes.
Summing up, the end-to-end delay is the required time

interval to transfer a frame, measured from the moment it
joins the sender’s queue to the end of the frame transmis-
sion at the receiving station.

5.2.2 Deadlinemiss ratio
The deadline miss highlights the ratio of messages that
exceed their bounded delivery time. In this assessment,
the deadline miss ratio (λ) is measured considering the
difference between the time instant when a message i was
received at the destination and the time instant whenmes-
sage i was sent from the source. If the difference between
these time instants is greater than the message period-
icity (i.e., its deadline), the message is deemed to have
missed its deadline. In addition, a message that is dropped
(due to exceeding its transmission attempt count or due
to the queue control algorithm) is also deemed to have
exceeded its deadline. Thus, the deadline miss ratio is
directly affected by the message loss ratio. This ratio is
computed as follows:

λ = mmissed + mdropped
msent

, (10)

wheremmissed is the total number of successfully received
messages that missed their deadline, mdropped is the total
number of undelivered messages (that obviously also
missed their deadlines), and msent is the total number of
sent messages.

5.2.3 Message loss ratio
The message loss ratio is defined for a receiving station as
the number of dropped messages during a transmission.
In this assessment, the message loss ratio (σ ) is measured
considering the messages that were effectively dropped
due to transmission error or due to exceeding the trans-
mission attempt count. It can be computed as follows:

σ = mdropped
msent

, (11)

where mdropped is the total number of dropped messages
andmsent is the total number of sent messages.

6 Simulation results
Different communication scenarios have been simulated
to assess the behavior of RT traffic when the wireless
channel is shared with non-RT traffic generated by a set
of interfering stations. For the sake of simplicity, only the
results that concern RT traffic will be presented.

6.1 Impact of external traffic sources over the end-to-end
delay

The first simulation scenario concerns the assessment
of the end-to-end delay of four RT message streams, as
defined in Table 4, when the overall network utilization is
increased by a set of interfering stations.
Figure 2 illustrates the histogram and the cumulative

distribution function (CDF) of end-to-end delay of RT
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Figure 2 Histogram and CDF of end-to-end delay of RT message streams without any external traffic sources.

Figure 3 Histograms and CDFs of end-to-end delay of RT message streams with external traffic sources. (a) 10%, (b) 30%, and (c) 50% of
network utilization with maximum priority traffic separation between RT traffic and non-RT traffic; (d) 10%, (e) 30%, and (f) 50% of network
utilization with mixed priority traffic separation between RT traffic and non-RT traffic.
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message streams without any interfering traffic sources in
the network, where it can be observed the default behavior
of RT communication.
Based on Figure 2, it is possible to notice that RT

message streams with the lowest periodicity experiment
slightly increased delay, regardless of the message size.
This behavior is due to the number of messages that
are sent in a shorter period, which are prone to higher
delays since the network needs to deal with other traf-
fic and the wireless channel is not always available for
such shorter interval requests. However, the difference
between the end-to-end delay of the different message
streams is negligible.
Regarding the impact of non-RT traffic over the

RT communication, Figure 3(a),(b),(c) presents the his-
tograms and CDFs of end-to-end communication delay
with maximum priority traffic separation between RT
traffic and non-RT traffic (as defined in Section 4) and

Figure 3(d),(e),(f ) presents the histograms and CDFs of
end-to-end communication delay with mixed priority
traffic separation between RT traffic and non-RT traffic
(also as defined in Section 4).
According to the results, it is noticeable that the end-to-

end delay of RT traffic increases as the overall network uti-
lization increases. These results clearly show the impact of
the interference traffic upon the RT traffic behavior, even
for the case when the maximum priority traffic separa-
tion is imposed.With a network load equal or greater than
30%, it is clear that the end-to-end delay of all RT message
streams is highly affected. For the case when the mixed
priority traffic separation is imposed, the delay is even
more affected when compared to the maximum priority
traffic separation. This set of simulations indicates that
the mandatory EDCA MAC mechanism, defined in the
IEEE 802.11s, is not able to impose the traffic separation
required for RT communication when using the default

Figure 4 Average ratios of deadline misses andmessage losses of RT message streams. (a) deadline miss ratio and (b)message loss ratio
with maximum priority traffic separation between RT traffic and non-RT traffic; (c) deadline miss ratio and (d)message loss ratio with mixed priority
traffic separation between RT traffic and non-RT traffic.
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Table 5 Effects of varying aCWmin and aCWmax upon RTmessage streams 1 and 2

aCWmin aCWmax
Average end-to-end delay (ms) Deadline miss ratio (%) Message loss ratio (%)

Stream 1 Stream 2 Stream 1 Stream 2 Stream 1 Stream 2

1 3 11.27 8.36 16.2 12.5 10.1 12.5

1 7 12.15 8.76 16.7 12.3 10.1 12.3

1 15 12.47 9.03 16.8 12.8 10.1 12.7
...

...

1 1,023 13.62 9.28 16.7 13.1 9.5 13.0

3 7 13.20 9.36 16.6 12.1 9.8 12.1

3 15 13.36 9.59 16.4 12.2 9.6 12.2

3 31 13.90 9.74 17.0 12.3 10.0 12.3
...

...

3 1,023 13.03 9.79 15.9 12.3 9.5 12.3

7 15 14.30 11.02 16.7 12.2 9.9 12.1

7 31 16.68 11.68 17.5 11.8 9.6 11.7

7 63 16.31 11.70 17.3 12.0 9.5 11.9
...

...

7 1,023 16.84 12.72 17.7 12.8 9.8 12.6

15 31 21.92 14.79 19.9 12.6 9.9 12.4
...

...

15 1,023 24.08 15.42 20.6 12.5 9.7 12.2
...

...

255 1,023 220.41 109.79 63.2 26.2 11.7 12.8

511 1,023 542.52 279.33 83.7 50.2 14.5 14.2

The italicized values represent the RT communication performance when using EDCA voice class, i.e., aCWmin = 3 and aCWmax = 7.

Table 6 Effects of varying aCWmin and aCWmax upon RTmessage streams 3 and 4

aCWmin aCWmax
Average end-to-end delay (ms) Deadline miss ratio (%) Message loss ratio (%)

Stream 3 Stream 4 Stream 3 Stream 4 Stream 3 Stream 4

1 3 7.34 15.17 10.9 20.0 10.9 12.4

1 7 7.87 15.96 11.0 19.8 10.9 11.7

1 15 8.15 17.07 10.5 20.9 10.5 11.9
...

...

1 1,023 8.13 18.11 11.2 21.2 11.1 12.4

3 7 8.02 16.70 11.0 20.4 11.0 12.2

3 15 8.72 16.91 10.9 20.0 10.9 11.7

3 31 8.88 16.65 11.0 20.1 10.9 11.9
...

...

3 1,023 8.30 16.86 10.5 20.5 10.5 12.1

7 15 9.79 18.01 10.4 20.6 10.4 11.8

7 31 10.25 19.21 11.5 21.6 11.4 12.4

7 63 10.55 19.59 11.0 21.3 11.0 11.9
...

...

7 1,023 10.76 20.03 11.3 21.8 11.1 12.4

15 31 13.59 24.33 10.9 23.2 10.7 11.7
...

...

15 1,023 14.56 26.03 10.9 23.2 10.6 11.2
...

...

255 1,023 106.46 215.28 24.5 63.4 11.2 13.9

511 1,023 283.65 527.28 48.7 84.0 11.7 16.5

The italicized values represent the RT communication performance when using EDCA voice class, i.e., aCWmin = 3 and aCWmax = 7.
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Table 7 HWMP default parameters

Parameter Value

Path lifetime 5 s

Traversal time 500 ms

set of parameters, since the non-RT interference traffic
(background) affects the RT communication (voice), as
the dispersion of the histograms related to a utilization of
30% to 50% is considerably higher.

6.2 Impact of external traffic sources over the average
ratios of deadline misses andmessage losses

The second simulation scenario concerns the assessment
of average ratios of deadline misses and message losses for
the RT message streams. Figure 4 illustrates the impact of
interference traffic over these metrics.
The deadline miss ratio is directly influenced by both

the message loss ratio (Figure 4(b),(d)) and the exces-
sive access delay of RT message streams (Figure 3). A
noticeable increase of deadline misses can be observed,
caused by the increasing delay as the network utilization
increases.
From the above results, it is possible to notice that

maximum priority traffic separation presents less dead-
line misses when compared to the mixed priority traffic
separation. In the mixed priority separation scenario, the
traffic transmitted at video and voice classes severely
impact the deadline miss ratio. Also, message streams
with longer periodicity values tend to present less dead-
line misses, regardless of their size, since they contend
for the medium access less frequently. On the other hand,
message streams with shorter periodicity values tend to
present higher number of deadline misses since there
are more messages being transmitted in a shorter time
interval, which are therefore more prone to losses.
Considering message streams 1 and 4, which are the

streams with shorter periodicity values (Table 4), they
clearly exceed a DMT value of 15% (target defined in
Section 4) when the network utilization is greater than
approximately 12% and 21%, respectively, even for the case
when the maximum priority traffic separation is imposed.
This behavior worsens when the mixed priority traffic
separation is imposed, where the DMT is exceeded when

the network utilization is greater than approximately 8%
and 19%, respectively.
Considering message streams 2 and 3, which are the

streams with longer periodicity values, they do not exceed
the DMT value with the maximum priority traffic separa-
tion when the network utilization is less than or equal to
50%. Also, it is important to note that deadline misses are
due to message losses, as can be seen in the Figure 4(a),(b).
This means that all successfully transmitted messages
arrived on time at the destination. However, for the mixed
priority traffic separation scenario, the message stream 2
slightly exceeds the DMT, for the case where the network
utilization is greater than approximately 26%. Once again,
the deadline misses of message stream 2 are caused by
message losses, as can be extracted from Figure 4(c),(d).
This result indicates that streams with longer periodic-
ity values suffer less impact when compared with streams
with shorter periodicity values, where deadline misses are
caused essentially by message losses.
The results suggest that RT communication perfor-

mance is highly dependent on the traffic type and on
the imposed network utilization. Also, the periodicity
values of message streams play an important role in the
RT communication performance, regardless of messages
size. Thus, the IEEE 802.11s standard with the mandatory
EDCA scheme may only reliably support RT traffic with
shorter periodicity values when the network utilization is
below 20% and the interference traffic occurs at lower pri-
ority classes. However, when high priority classes are used
to transmit interference traffic, the RT communication is
severely impacted by the network utilization, since EDCA
is not able to provide an acceptable service differentiation.

6.3 Tuning EDCA and HWMP parameters
Considering that we have full control upon the parameters
of RT stations, it is reasonable to propose the selection of
adequate parameters to improve the RT message streams
transmission. Therefore, in this third scenario, we make a
sensitivity analysis to assess the effects of varying EDCA
contention and HWMP routing parameters upon the RT
communication behavior. The set of parameters that are
subject to analysis are: the CW size of the EDCA mech-
anism and the traversal time and path lifetime of the
HWMP.

Table 8 RT communication performance with different values for traversal time

Traversal time (ms)

100 1,000 100 1,000 100 1,000 100 1,000

Stream 1 Stream 2 Stream 3 Stream 4

Average end-to-end delay (ms) 10.11 14.43 6.97 9.76 7.29 9.02 10.35 17.12

Deadline miss ratio (%) 13.6 17.6 10.6 15.0 9.4 12.2 14.8 20.7

Message loss ratio (%) 9.6 12.4 10.6 15.0 9.4 12.2 10.7 13.8
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Table 9 RT communication performance with different values for path lifetime

Path lifetime (s)

1 10 1 10 1 10 1 10

Stream 1 Stream 2 Stream 3 Stream 4

Average end-to-end delay (ms) 34.27 8.54 10.99 6.66 12.89 6.57 40.44 9.72

Deadline miss ratio (%) 50.9 9.7 46.6 9.0 42.6 6.7 49.9 12.7

Message loss ratio (%) 33.3 6.8 46.5 9.0 42.5 6.7 29.4 9.0

6.3.1 Varying the contention window size
As seen in the previous section, the EDCA mechanism
presents a poor performance to support RT traffic when
the wireless channel is shared with interfering traffic
sources, notably when the overall network utilization is
above 20%. In order to investigate the impact of EDCA
parameters in the WMNs communication behavior, we
assess the effects of varying the contention window size
used to transmit RT traffic. Similarly to the assessment
presented in [17], we examined all the possible combina-
tions of aCWmin and aCWmax between 1 and 1,023. We
chose to reproduce the scenario where the network uti-
lization is 30% and the mixed priority traffic separation
is imposed between RT traffic and interference traffic.
Tables 5 and 6 present the main results for real-time mes-
sage streams 1 and 2 and for streams 3 and 4, respectively.
For the sake of presentation, we highlighted the results for
the EDCA voice class.
Contrarily to the results observed in [17], where it

is highlighted a performance improvement with larger
CW values (e.g., aCWmin = 15 and aCWmax = 31)
over the default voice class (i.e., aCWmin = 3 and
aCWmax = 7), in this mesh scenario smaller CW val-
ues (e.g., aCWmin = 1 and aCWmax = 3) present better
performance over the voice class. It is important to note
the assessment presented in [17] considers a single-hop ad
hoc network with no hidden terminals. In this assessment,
due to the multi-hop communication and grid topology,
there are several hidden terminals in the WMN. How-
ever, the interference caused by a transmitting station
affects only the stations in the related coverage area, i.e.,
other message streams can be simultaneously transmitted
in another network area. Consequently, there is a perfor-
mance degradation of RT communication as the size of
CW increases. Messages with higher CW values spend
more time in EDCA queues, since they backoff for longer
time intervals and consequently the deadline miss ratio
increases.

6.3.2 Varying HWMP parameters
The HWMP routing protocol has a set of protocol param-
eters that are essential for the path management and
directly impacts on the communication performance in
the WMN. One of those parameters is the traversal time

(defined by the attribute dot11MeshHWMPnetDiameter-
TraversalTime), an upper bound for the time interval to
propagate an HWMP element across the mesh network.
Basically, whenever a frame takes a time interval to tra-
verse the mesh that is longer than the traversal time, it is
discarded and no longer delivered at its destination.
Another HWMP parameter is the path lifetime (com-

posed of the attributes dot11MeshHWMPactivePathTo-
RootTimeout and dot11MeshHWMPactivePathTimeout),
which is a parameter that specifies the time during which
a mesh STA shall consider the forwarding information to
the root mesh STA to be valid (proactive mode) and to
any other mesh STA (reactive mode), respectively. Basi-
cally, the path lifetime defines an upper bound for the path
duration; whenever it expires, the path is reset and a new
path discover procedure is initiated.
These two HWMP parameters are the most relevant

when considering the RT communication behavior in
a WMN. Therefore, the sensitivity analysis performed
in this paper addresses specifically these two network
parameters and its effects over the communication perfor-
mance. Once again, it was considered a communication
scenario with a network utilization of 30% and a mixed
priority traffic separation between the real-time traffic
and the interfering HTTP traffic.
The default values of HWMP parameters are defined in

Table 7 and the communication performance with these
values can be observed in Tables 5 and 6 for default EDCA
voice class parameters, i.e., aCWmin = 3 and aCWmax =
7. For the sake of simplicity, these values will not be
repeated in Tables 8, 9, and 10, which present the commu-
nication performance when the default values of HWMP
parameters are changed.

Table 10 RT communication performance with best
contention and routing parameter values

Stream Stream Stream Stream
1 2 3 4

Average end-to-end 6.80 5.30 5.44 8.35
delay (ms)

Deadline miss ratio (%) 8.20 7.05 6.13 9.59

Message loss ratio (%) 5.49 7.03 6.11 6.26
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When varying the traversal time value (see Table 8), it
is possible to notice an improvement in the communica-
tion performance. For example, considering the message
stream 4, the message loss ratio decreases from 12.2%
(when using the default traversal time value) to 10.7%
(when decreasing the traversal time value to 100 ms). The
opposite occurs when the traversal time value is increased
to 1,000 ms. Therefore, to optimize the RT communica-
tion behavior it is recommended to set the traversal time
to the maximummessage stream period value, i.e., 200 ms
for this communication scenario.
Table 9 presents the results of varying the path life-

time value from 5 s to 1 s and 10 s. When the path
lifetime value is lower than the default value, it is possi-
ble to notice an improvement in the RT communication
performance. This is an expected result, since to reliably
support real-time traffic, the path forwarding informa-
tion should stay valid as long as possible. Otherwise,
new path discovery procedures would be frequently per-
formed, which degrades the RT communication perfor-
mance. Therefore, contrarily to the commonly usedHTTP
applications, for RT traffic transmission, it is desirable to
establish and maintain the forwarding paths valid as long
as possible.
Based on the best CW, traversal time and path life-

time values extracted from the previous simulation sce-
nario, we repeated the simulation from the third scenario.
Table 10 illustrates the performance metrics when consid-
ering this scenario with aCWmin = 1 and aCWmax = 3,
traversal time = 200 ms and path lifetime = 10 s. As a
result of this sensitivity analysis, we may conclude that by
carefully setting the CW, traversal time and the path life-
time parameters we may significantly increase the quality
of service provided to the RT traffic supported by the
WMN.

7 Conclusions
This paper presents a simulation assessment of the impact
of non-real-time (non-RT) traffic sources upon RT com-
munication in IEEE 802.11s WMNs. A set of simulation
experiments have been conducted in ns-3, to assess the
RT communication behavior when the wireless channel is
shared with external interferences.
From the simulation results, it can be observed that the

RT communication behavior is directly affected by the
presence of non-RT traffic sources. The default param-
eter values used for EDCA are not adequate to pro-
vide the required service differentiation, as the EDCA
mechanism is not able to separate the higher prior-
ity traffic from the traffic transmitted at lower priority
classes. When increasing the network utilization, it can
be observed a degradation of the performance metrics,
indicating that the default parameter values should be set
differently.

Therefore, a sensitivity analysis has been performed to
evaluate the impact of some EDCA/HWMP key param-
eters upon the RT communication behavior. By carefully
setting the EDCA CW size and the HWMP traversal
time and path lifetime parameters, it was possible to
enhance the RT communication behavior and conse-
quently to improve the support of RT communication
in WMNs. Basically, it could be observed that the RT
communication behavior is significantly improved from
the usage of: a) smaller CW sizes for the EDCA mecha-
nism, b) larger path lifetime values for the HWMP pro-
tocol, and c) mesh traversal times adjusted to the longest
periodicity value in use for the supported RT message
streams.
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